1. Introduction {#sec1-micromachines-10-00678}
===============

Droplet-based polymerase chain reaction (dPCR) enables a more precise, sensitive and reproducible target quantification compared to conventional (PCR). In dPCR, nucleic acid sample is partitioned into a mass of compartments (e.g., droplets and microwells) or chambers \[[@B1-micromachines-10-00678]\]. The PCR method is extensively utilized as a molecular biological tool for DNA amplification, and makes replicas of specific fragments of DNA over three temperature cycles. Studying DNA requires analyzing hundreds of samples to have enough statistics to draw a useful conclusion. Great effort and time is spent on optimizing these tests to come up with a robust procedure, which by itself requires more tests and costs. The combination of the high cost and the need to analyze hundreds of samples for a single study is obstructing progress in research and in clinical applications \[[@B2-micromachines-10-00678],[@B3-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Moreover, in some applications, in which the subjects are of a low copy number in a large background such as cancer, prenatal analysis, and genetically modified organisms (GMO), high sensitivity of detection is needed. As in those applications if the mutation is less than $3\%$, it cannot be detected by traditional PCR \[[@B4-micromachines-10-00678],[@B5-micromachines-10-00678]\]. This combination problem could be solved by introducing a low-cost micro-droplet formation chip to make the sample separate into a large number of small partitions and the reaction is carried out in each partition individually \[[@B6-micromachines-10-00678],[@B7-micromachines-10-00678],[@B8-micromachines-10-00678],[@B9-micromachines-10-00678]\]. This separation allows a more reliable collection and sensitive quantification of nucleic acid signals \[[@B10-micromachines-10-00678]\]. These special behaviors can improve efficiency and decrease cost of reagents and chemical waste \[[@B11-micromachines-10-00678],[@B12-micromachines-10-00678],[@B13-micromachines-10-00678]\].

Droplet formation using microfluidic channel for dynamic continuous-flow-based PCR device has been done using three methods as follows: (1) co-flowing dripping streams, (2) cross-flowing dripping streams and (3) flow focusing dripping streams \[[@B14-micromachines-10-00678],[@B15-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Although the effect of shear forces, interfacial forces and channel dimensions on droplet generation have already been widely studied, emulsification using cross-flow microfluidics devices is considered quite new, \[[@B16-micromachines-10-00678],[@B17-micromachines-10-00678],[@B18-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Moreover, cross-flow is considered the most popular emulsification method \[[@B19-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Many methods are used for channel manufacturing in cross-flow streams. The first technique is "microfabrication" especially soft lithography technique which is a mix of additive (deposition) and subtractive (etching) techniques at micro or submicron scale. Soft lithography technique is one of the most popular techniques to make biomedical microfluidic system. However, the silicon mold fabrication to create microfluidic chips, generally needs a cleanroom environment, photolithography machine, photomask, expensive infrastructures, and long development time from design to device \[[@B17-micromachines-10-00678],[@B20-micromachines-10-00678],[@B21-micromachines-10-00678],[@B22-micromachines-10-00678],[@B23-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Consequently, numerous efforts have been made to improve low-cost alternatives for microstructures fabrication, which avoids usage of cleanroom facilities. The second technique is "Subtractive manufacturing", which requires regular machining such as using a milling machine to remove materials \[[@B24-micromachines-10-00678]\]. In this case, the cross section of the channel is rectangular but there are several drawbacks, for instance complex tool alignment \[[@B17-micromachines-10-00678]\]. In addition, mechanical micro-milling machine needs a highly precise CNC system with corresponding tool library \[[@B25-micromachines-10-00678]\]. The third technique is "Additive manufacturing" such as 3D printing, which is a layer-by-layer manufacturing process and has been extensively used in several fields such as aerospace, organ printing and industrial design. In the last ten years, the 3D printed microfluidics method has seen growing interest because of its fast printing in the lab \[[@B26-micromachines-10-00678],[@B27-micromachines-10-00678]\]. However, this method has limitations such as feature size, rough surface and low resolution in addition to the lack of material availability.

Another fast prototyping technique is direct write laser method such as CO~2~ laser, which has many advantages such as low cost, short prototyping time, and no cleanroom facilities or chemicals are required \[[@B28-micromachines-10-00678]\]. However, this technique produces non-rectangular cross section channel with random surface roughness \[[@B29-micromachines-10-00678],[@B30-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Laser engraving is between subtractive technique (uses laser instead of a cutting tool) and micro fabrication (similar scale without the mask and clean room facility). In recent years, many researchers have used direct write laser technique, with different materials such as silicon \[[@B31-micromachines-10-00678]\], glass \[[@B32-micromachines-10-00678],[@B33-micromachines-10-00678],[@B34-micromachines-10-00678]\], and PDMS \[[@B23-micromachines-10-00678],[@B35-micromachines-10-00678],[@B36-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Recently, microfluidics researchers give more interest to Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) material \[[@B30-micromachines-10-00678],[@B37-micromachines-10-00678],[@B38-micromachines-10-00678],[@B39-micromachines-10-00678],[@B40-micromachines-10-00678]\], as it is a thermoplastic material with admirable biocompatibility, durability, transparency, non-porosity, low-cost and availability. PMMA is not easy to cast because of its elastomeric nature \[[@B19-micromachines-10-00678]\]; however, PMMA can be engraved and cut easily with a CO~2~ laser \[[@B30-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Some researchers provided a hybrid method between laser and chemical etching to produce a circular channel \[[@B41-micromachines-10-00678],[@B42-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Prakash et al. used a copper mask on PMMA substrate under water to generate rectangular cross-sectional micro-channels \[[@B43-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Another modification is using a thin layer of water above PMMA to reduce the heat affected zone and avoid clogging formation. This leads to high aspect ratio by using laser under water \[[@B44-micromachines-10-00678],[@B45-micromachines-10-00678],[@B46-micromachines-10-00678],[@B47-micromachines-10-00678]\]. However, all of these hybrid methods need additional tools and facilities, thus the fabrication cost and time is increased. After the channel fabrication, the channel is covered with another layer by bonding. Many bonding processes have been provided to cover the channel, such as solvent bonding \[[@B48-micromachines-10-00678]\], adhesive bonding \[[@B49-micromachines-10-00678]\], and thermal bonding \[[@B50-micromachines-10-00678],[@B51-micromachines-10-00678],[@B52-micromachines-10-00678]\].

There are three main factors that manage the droplet formation process and breakup dynamics in cross-flow streams; the first factor is channel design, (i.e., channel dimensions, geometry and hydrophobicity), the second is fluid properties (i.e., viscosity, density, contact angle and interfacial tension), and the third is operating parameters (i.e., pressure, temperature, flow rate ratio, etc.) \[[@B53-micromachines-10-00678]\].

From the geometry point of view, the droplet formation is started by inlet channel with T-junction shape \[[@B54-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Then the DTJ channel is used to give high sheer force \[[@B55-micromachines-10-00678]\] which results in low droplet size with high droplet generation frequency. It is only in recent times that several researchers studied the role of the inlet geometry, mainly the effect of inlet angle. Researchers revealed that the droplet formation process is affected significantly by inlet geometry design \[[@B53-micromachines-10-00678],[@B55-micromachines-10-00678],[@B56-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Inlet geometry angle has an essential role in the cross region dynamics in the squeezing regime. Therefore, it has obvious effect of the generated droplet's size. This angle has more influence in the dripping regime at $30{^\circ}$ than $90{^\circ}$ on drag and viscous shear which acting on the forepart of the dispersed flow. As a result, the droplet formation cycle is reduced more considerably, and speeds up the necking process \[[@B56-micromachines-10-00678]\]. In a cross-junction alternating regime device, droplet formation is more efficient at $45{^\circ}$ angle of the two side channels relative to the main channel \[[@B57-micromachines-10-00678]\] thus the two side channels have $90{^\circ}$ in between.

In this paper, a micro-droplet formation chip for dynamic continuous-flow-based PCR is fabricated by direct write laser technique on PMMA material. This cheap combination between low cost of fabrication and raw material produces a micro-droplet formation chip for less than $30$ cents. As this fabrication technique produced relatively wide channel (about $160{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ minimum), which limit miniaturization of the droplets, we introduced a new inlet channel geometry which may produce small droplet size relative to the channel size. The new inlet channel geometry is called modified double T-junction (MDTJ). The performance of the two channel geometries, namely the double T-junction (DTJ) and the modified double T-junction (MDTJ) were compared regarding droplets parameters (generated droplet size, droplet generation frequency and droplets separation distance). Finally, the fabrication repeatability is discussed to determine how far this fabrication method is suitable for mass production.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-micromachines-10-00678}
========================

2.1. Device Description and Design Modification {#sec2dot1-micromachines-10-00678}
-----------------------------------------------

Normally, the confined T-junction channel has one inlet for paraffin oil (red) and another inlet for PCR mix (blue) ([Figure 1](#micromachines-10-00678-f001){ref-type="fig"}a). In the DTJ channel there are two channels perpendicular on the main channel for paraffin oil $180{^\circ}$ in between and the other channel inlet for PCR mix ([Figure 1](#micromachines-10-00678-f001){ref-type="fig"}b). Here, in order to facilitate visualization, a blue dye solution was used as a sample \[[@B58-micromachines-10-00678]\]. By considering the effect of inlets angle from the previous studies as mentioned before and combining DTJ with confined T-junction channel we got our new inlet geometry. The modification is the PCR mix input was made at $45{^\circ}$ between the two oil inlets ([Figure 1](#micromachines-10-00678-f001){ref-type="fig"}c) and the two side oil channels have $90{^\circ}$ in between. The modification could accelerate the necking process in the dripping regime. The forepart of the dispersed flow thread at angle lower than $90{^\circ}$ is greater than that under angle equal to $90{^\circ}$. The main reason behind that effect is due to the lower squeezing action from the continuous flow; once the pinch-off and necking of the dispersed flow move downstream at the cross region, it is fundamentally more influenced by the drag and viscous shear from the continuous flow than the conventional geometry. Accordingly, the droplet formation cycle is reduced to generate smaller droplets and higher frequency. Therefore, we refer to this geometry modification as modified double T-junction (MDTJ).

2.2. Governing Equations {#sec2dot2-micromachines-10-00678}
------------------------

The microfluidic devices have laminar fluid flows because of low Reynolds number \[[@B59-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Therefore, the Navier--Stokes (1), volume fraction (2), and continuity Equations (3) can describe these fluid flows \[[@B60-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Using level-set method, which is provided by Reference \[[@B61-micromachines-10-00678]\], to simulate two immiscible fluids flow separated by moving interface. $$\rho\frac{\partial\overset{\rightarrow}{u}}{\partial t} + \rho\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{u} \cdot \nabla} \right)\overset{\rightarrow}{u} = \nabla \cdot \left\lbrack {- PI + \mu\left( {\nabla\overset{\rightarrow}{u} + \nabla{\overset{\rightarrow}{u}}^{T}} \right)} \right\rbrack + \overset{\rightarrow}{F} + \rho\overset{\rightarrow}{g} + \sigma k\delta\overset{\rightarrow}{n}$$ $$\frac{\partial\varphi}{\partial t} + u \cdot \nabla\varphi = 0$$ $$\nabla \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{u} = 0$$ where $\rho$, $u$, $P$ and $\mu$ are the density, flow velocity, static pressure, and dynamic viscosity of the fluid respectively. The left side term of Equation (1) is a velocity derivative with respect to the time $t$. $I$ is the unity matrix, $\overset{\rightarrow}{F}$ are any other forces acting on the fluid which called body forces and the term $\sigma k\delta\overset{\rightarrow}{n}$ in the right side of Equation (1) is the force of volumetric surface tension acting on the interfaces between the two fluids \[[@B62-micromachines-10-00678]\], where $k$, $\sigma$ and $\overset{\rightarrow}{n}$ are curvature, the coefficient of surface tension, and unit surface normal of the interface respectively. $\delta$ is Dirac delta function, which is zero anywhere except at the interface. $\varphi$ is volume fraction, which changes sharply from 0 to 1 at the interface \[[@B63-micromachines-10-00678]\]. These parameters were specified in Equation (4). $$\overset{\rightarrow}{n} = \frac{\nabla\varphi}{\left| {\nabla\varphi} \right|},~k = \nabla\overset{\rightarrow}{n},~\delta = 6\left| {\nabla\varphi} \right|\left| {\varphi\left( {1 + \varphi} \right)} \right|$$

In Equation (5), the left side defines the interface motion and the right-hand side represents numerical re-initialization and stabilization, where $\varepsilon$ is interface thickness controlling parameter and $\gamma$ is intensity re-initialization parameter. $$\frac{\partial\varphi}{\partial t} + u \cdot \nabla\varphi = \gamma\nabla \cdot \left( {\varepsilon\nabla\varphi - \varphi\left( {1 - \varphi} \right)\frac{\nabla\varphi}{\left| {\nabla\varphi} \right|}} \right)$$

In this case the dynamic viscosity and the density are described in Equations (6) and (7). $$\mu = \mu_{1} + \left( {\mu_{2} - \mu_{1}} \right)\varphi$$ $$\rho = \rho_{1} + \left( {\rho_{2} - \rho_{1}} \right)\varphi$$ where $\mu_{1}$, $\mu_{2}$ are the dynamic viscosities and $\rho_{1}$, $\rho_{2}$ are the densities of oil and water, respectively. The flow conditions at inlets are laminar flow and normal inflow velocity. Additionally, a zero pressure exists at the boundary in outflow and the channel walls are no-slip walls.

2.3. Simulation Model Verification {#sec2dot3-micromachines-10-00678}
----------------------------------

In this section, our finite element model needs to be verified before using it to compare between the DTJ and MDTJ. Therefore, Equation (8) presents a simple dimensionless equation that describes the length of plugs formed in T-junctions \[[@B64-micromachines-10-00678]\]. A recent research in Reference \[[@B65-micromachines-10-00678]\] utilized this equation to compare with the experimental data. The experiments were conducted for different fluid flow rate combinations in a T-junction, where all branches had internal diameters equal to $200{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$. The dispersed phase was a water/glycerol solution and was injected from the side branch of the junction, while the continuous phase was silicone oil and was injected along the main channel axis. The width and depth channel of the continuous and dispersed phase are comparable or equal to one another (that is confined droplet breakup). $$\overline{L} = L/w_{c}~ = 1 + \alpha\phi$$ where $\alpha$ is a constant factor related to the width ratio of the dispersed and continuous phase channels, $w_{c}$ is the width of the continuous phase channel, $\phi$ is the flow rate ratio, and $L$ is the plug length. Therefore, a 2D simulation for T-junction was done with the same dimensions, fluid properties, and flow rates to check the model with Equation (8). The simulation gave the same trend of this equation with maximum error of $4.3\%$ as shown in [Figure 1](#micromachines-10-00678-f001){ref-type="fig"}. However, to minimize the calculation time for the proposed geometry the simulation was concentrated on the breakup region as shown in [Figure 2](#micromachines-10-00678-f002){ref-type="fig"}. For this reason, the entrance distance is $300{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ for the three inlet channels and $5000~{\mathsf{\mu}m}$ for the outlet channel. The element shape is equilateral triangle with minimum and maximum rib length of $3~{\mathsf{\mu}m}$ and $10{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ respectively.

The channel dimension is one of the important parameters, which directly affect the generated droplets size. Experimentally, a laser cutting machine was used to create the channel in PMMA substrate, which gives a surface channel width of about $159{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ and depth of about $105{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ after bonding; with channel roughness ranging from $Ra = 3.2—6{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$. Therefore, these dimensions were used in the simulation (measured using 3D laser microscope KEYENCE VK-X100 (Keyence Corporation of America, Elmwood Park, NJ, USA)).

2.4. Channel Fabrication and Dimension Repeatability {#sec2dot4-micromachines-10-00678}
----------------------------------------------------

In this section, four different samples are fabricated with the same condition to check the repeatability of the produced channel by direct write laser machining technique. VLS3.5 UNEVERSAL LASER SYSTEMS with a 30-watt CO~2~ laser tube and $100{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ laser beam diameter was used for channel fabrication. The chip consists of 2 PMMA parts, the lower part contains the engraved channel structure, and the upper part contains inlet ports. We got the best engraving by adjusting the engraving speed to $25{~{mm}}.s^{- 1}$ ($10\%$) laser head translation speed and laser beam power to $5$ watt ($6\%$) laser beam power to get less roughness at lowest available dimensions. The channel profile is Gaussian shape as shown in [Figure 3](#micromachines-10-00678-f003){ref-type="fig"}b.

The channel was characterized using the 3D laser microscope KEYENCE VK-X100. This microscope can measure the channel profile, depth, width and roughness as shown in [Figure 3](#micromachines-10-00678-f003){ref-type="fig"}. The figure represents four individual photos for the four tested samples, each photo contains five detailed photos for each sample. The surface width of the fabricated channels was about $212~ \pm ~4{~\mathsf{\mu}}$m. The imaging of the four samples shows that all channels are open and clean enough to have unblocked flow.

2.5. Chip Bonding and Its Final Dimension {#sec2dot5-micromachines-10-00678}
-----------------------------------------

The bonding of the top part (which contains the inlets and outlet holes/ports) and the bottom part (which contains the channel) was done by thermocompression method with acetic acid at $120~{^\circ}$C and $1.5{~N}$ for $10{~\min}$. By heating with acetic acid, better bonding at lower temperature was achieved, as well as better bonding time \[[@B66-micromachines-10-00678]\].

Therefore, the width at the surface of the channel reduced approximately from $210{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ to $159{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$. This is due to the compressive force applied to the top and bottom parts during the thermal bonding process. Fortunately, this phenomenon is useful as we generally seek smaller dimension to achieve smaller droplet. These measurements have been done after channel leakage test by water injection. In order to show the repeatability of the channel dimension after bonding, the channel width is recorded for the 4 samples ([Figure 4](#micromachines-10-00678-f004){ref-type="fig"}). The horizontal and vertical channels dimensions are repeatable with deviation of about $\pm 2{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$, representing an error of approximate $\pm 1.5\%$. The inclined channel shows a relatively remarkable dimension deviation of about $\pm 12{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ which amount to an approximate error of $\pm 8\%$.

2.6. Experimental Setup {#sec2dot6-micromachines-10-00678}
-----------------------

The experimental setup consists of two syringe pumps DUAL-NE-1000X (New Era Pump Systems Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA); one single syringe for water flow and the other is a double syringe for oil flow. One 1 mL syringe for water and two $3{~{mL}}$ syringe for oil were attached to the chip using Infant type feeding tubes by cyanoacrylate based chemical bonding as shown in [Figure 5](#micromachines-10-00678-f005){ref-type="fig"}a. The device sealing was tested by flowing water through the channel under relatively high flow rate to figure out any leakage and test the channels for droplet generation. The digital microscope KEYENCE VHX-1000 which attached with KEYENCE VH-Z100R wide range zoom lens (100--1000×) (Keyence Corporation of America, Elmwood Park, NJ, USA) was used for measuring droplets diameter and the distance between them ([Figure 5](#micromachines-10-00678-f005){ref-type="fig"}b). High speed microscope KEYENCE VW-9000 was used for droplet formation frequency measurements ([Figure 5](#micromachines-10-00678-f005){ref-type="fig"}c).

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3-micromachines-10-00678}
=========================

3.1. Simulation Results {#sec3dot1-micromachines-10-00678}
-----------------------

In this section, the effect of the ratio of oil-to-water flow rates on the droplet parameters (diameter, frequency, and separation distance) for the two channels geometries (DTJ and MDTJ) is presented using 2D finite element model. Light liquid paraffin oil was used as the continuous phase while blue colored water as the dispersed phase with the following properties; Water: density $\rho = 1020{~{kg}}/m^{3}$ and viscosity $\mu = 0.001{~{Pa}} \cdot s$ and, oil: density $\rho = 855{~{kg}}/m^{3}$ and viscosity $\mu = 0.075{~{Pa}} \cdot s$. The interfacial tension between the two immiscible liquids is $\sigma = 0.05{~N}/m$ \[[@B67-micromachines-10-00678]\]. With the fluids flow rates of water kept fixed at $0.3{~{mL}}/h$, while paraffin oil flow rate varied from $0.3{~{mL}}/{h~{to}~}7{~{mL}}/h$.

The results of simulation presented in [Figure 6](#micromachines-10-00678-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows that the MDTJ has great effect on droplet generation. Although at very low flow rate plugs were generated, with increased oil flow rate the droplets start to form. The droplet length ranged from $304{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ at $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ to $43{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ at $7{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate in the MDTJ channel. This gives us the ability to produce Nano-Liter to Pico-Liter droplets without the need of expensive clean room facilities. Using the same condition, the DTJ channel produces droplets from $314{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ to $54{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ ([Figure 6](#micromachines-10-00678-f006){ref-type="fig"}a). The second important parameter in droplet generation is the distance between droplets. This distance should be uniform when oil and water are at fixed flow rate, which is important in the future for DNA fluorescence detection. [Figure 6](#micromachines-10-00678-f006){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates this distance with changing oil flow rate for the two channels geometries. When the oil flow rate changed from $0.3{~{to}~}2.3{~{mL}}/h$ the two channels gave almost the same trend. However, after further increasing the oil flow rate, the DTJ channel had some fluctuation in this distance. On the other hand, the MDTJ channel maintained small fluctuation in the distance between droplets. At $3.5{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate, the maximum distance between droplets was $1.937~{mm}$ in the MDTJ channel and $3.055{~{mm}}$ in the DTJ channel. The third important parameter is the droplet frequency shown in [Figure 6](#micromachines-10-00678-f006){ref-type="fig"}c, which is the number of generated droplet in one second. At low oil flow rate ($0.3–2.3{~{mL}}/h$) the two channels generated almost the same number of droplets. However, when the oil flow rate increased the MDTJ channel produced more droplets than the DTJ channel.

3.2. Experimental Results {#sec3dot2-micromachines-10-00678}
-------------------------

A higher oil flow rate (above $1.1{~{mL}}/h$) was used in this study because, as stated earlier, at low flow rate plugs are generated. Similarly, at low water flow rate (below $0.3{~{mL}}/h$) there is fluctuation in the droplet, i.e., pulsing flow, this is due to low speed of the pump's stepper motor. [Figure 7](#micromachines-10-00678-f007){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the modified channel breakup region: oil enters through channel Inlets 1 and 2 while channel Inlet 3 has the colored water. Additionally, [Figure 7](#micromachines-10-00678-f007){ref-type="fig"}e provides visual impression for the uniformity of droplet distribution inside the channel.

At fixed water flow rate, as the oil flow rate increases the droplet diameter decreases, as presented in [Figure 8](#micromachines-10-00678-f008){ref-type="fig"}a. In this figure, the MDTJ generates smaller droplets and closer to each other than the DTJ at the same conditions. Additionally, by using MDTJ the minimum droplet diameter of $39 \pm 2{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ was found at both maximum oil flow rate and minimum water flow rate ($\pm 5.1\%$) while DTJ channel produced $48 \pm 4{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ at the same conditions (with $8.3\%$ error). However, these experimental errors decreased at the middle oil flow rate region. For instance, at $4{~{mL}}/h$ the MDTJ generated droplets diameter of $70 \pm 2{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ ($\pm 2.8\%$), while at the DTJ channel the droplet diameter was $85 \pm 4{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ ($\pm 4.7\%$). Increasing the water flow rate, led to increase in the droplet diameter at all range of oil flow rate. Generally, the MDTJ channel decreases the variation between droplet diameters by maximum of $9.7\%$ than the DTJ channel.

[Figure 8](#micromachines-10-00678-f008){ref-type="fig"}b represents droplet frequency and illustrates the difference between the two channels in this parameter. Firstly, at $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ water flow rate and low oil flow rate ($1.1–2.3{~{mL}}/h$), both MDTJ and DTJ channels produced almost the same number of droplets per second. However, with increasing oil flow rate above $2{~{mL}}/h$, there is a difference in the number of droplets per second between the two channels. The MDTJ channel produces $8–25\%$ higher number of droplets than the DTJ. However, by increasing the water flow rate from $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ to $0.5{~{mL}}/h$ the maximum difference between the two channels geometries was found at the mid-range of oil flow rate. Additionally, when the water flow rate reached $0.7{~{mL}}/h$ the maximum difference crawls to low oil flow rate region. Generally speaking, the MDTJ channel has low droplet-breakup time than the DTJ channel.

Uniformity of distribution of the droplets in both MDTJ and DTJ were measured by recording $17$ different readings to make a statistical conclusion. [Figure 8](#micromachines-10-00678-f008){ref-type="fig"}c illustrates distribution of the droplets and shows that the MDTJ channel has minimum distance and distance variation between droplets within the channel. At water flow rate of $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ the MDTJ channel produced the minimum distance between the droplets at any oil flow rate in the range of $1.1–10{~{mL}}/h$. The distance between droplets inside the MDTJ channel is less than DTJ channel. For instance, a difference of $40{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ $\left( {12.5\%} \right)$ at $10{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate, and $140{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ $\left( {16\%} \right)$ at $3.5{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate. However, at $6{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate, the distance between droplets had largest variation of up to $10\%$. This variation was noticed in both channel geometries. But, after increasing water flow rate from $0.3{~{mL}}/{h~{to}~}0.5{~{mL}}/h$, the largest difference in droplet distance between the two channels started from oil flow rate of $1.1{~{mL}}/h$ to $6{~{mL}}/h$ peaking at $2.3{~{mL}}/h$. At this peak, the MDTJ generated droplet distance less than DTJ by $180 \pm 30{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ $\left( {24 \pm 4\%} \right)$. The highest variation in droplet distance of about $10.25\%$ was found at oil flow rate of $4.5{~{mL}}/h$ in both channel geometries. By increasing the water flow rate to $0.7{~{mL}}/h$ the maximum difference in droplet distance between the two channels crawls to low oil flow rate region and the MDTJ channel got the least deviation. However, the two channels recorded the largest deviation in the middle oil flow rate region ranging from $4{~{mL}}/h$ to $5{~{mL}}/h$. In general, changing water flow rate has more effect on distance between droplets at low oil flow rate. While by increasing oil flow rate, the distance and distance variation between droplets decreased for both channel geometries.

Our results show that MDTJ has several advantages over the DTJ, i.e., smaller droplets size, larger number of droplets per second and higher uniformity in droplets distribution. [Table 1](#micromachines-10-00678-t001){ref-type="table"} shows the comparison between results obtained from the simulation and the experiment at the same oil and water flow rates. There is difference between simulation and experimental in all three parameters. For example, in the experimental, both MDTJ and DTJ produced lower droplet diameter than simulation. This is also true for the other parameters. Although there is difference between simulation and experimental results, the trend is similar by comparing [Figure 6](#micromachines-10-00678-f006){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 8](#micromachines-10-00678-f008){ref-type="fig"}. The difference is due to using 2D simulation model \[[@B15-micromachines-10-00678]\], the actual channel is not rectangular profile as in simulation and the surface roughness is not identical. In [Table 2](#micromachines-10-00678-t002){ref-type="table"} we summarize a comparison between the work presented here and other works under almost similar conditions. The MDTJ produced smaller droplet diameter than the previous reports \[[@B15-micromachines-10-00678],[@B19-micromachines-10-00678],[@B30-micromachines-10-00678],[@B39-micromachines-10-00678]\]. Islam et al. used $6{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate and $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ water flow rate to produce $60{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ droplet diameter, however, at the same conditions the MDTJ produced $54{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$ and the DTJ generated $66{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$. We only compared results at the same flow rates and dimensions. However, Islam et al. achieved smaller droplets but by reducing water flow rate than $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ \[[@B19-micromachines-10-00678]\]. The minimum flow rate was achieved is $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ by our existed syringe pump because lower than this flow rate, the pump generated pulsatile flow due to low speed of stepping motor, therefore the flow did not move smoothly. Yu et al. used a micromold fabrication method for PMMA microfluidic devices in addition they provided low temperature and deformation-free bonding method for channel covering. They needed more time for fabrication and covering the channel (almost one day) \[[@B39-micromachines-10-00678]\]. On the other hand, CO~2~ laser technique is the best method in terms of consumed time at fabrication process as well as its cost because this technique does not require chemicals (for etching) or expensive equipment. Among them our device is the least in fabrication cost, which cost less than $30$ cents per device as shown in [Table 2](#micromachines-10-00678-t002){ref-type="table"}. The ground of cost estimation of our work is raw material and machining costs. Although, all these advantages of CO~2~ laser fabrication technique, it has low fabrication accuracy than the other expensive techniques (Photolithography, micromold, etc.)

4. Conclusions {#sec4-micromachines-10-00678}
==============

A micro fluidics chip for micro-droplet formation was fabricated at a very low cost (less than $30$ cents). The fabrication was done by a universal laser direct writing machine and using PMMA material as substrate. This combination (low-cost fabrication + low-cost material) makes the chip a good candidate for single-use in medical analysis. The effect of the channel geometry of the inlet channels intersection, namely DTJ and MDTJ, on the droplet size, droplet frequency, and distance between droplets at different oil and water flow rates has been studied.

The minimum droplet diameter $\left( {39{~\mathsf{\mu}m}} \right)$ was achieved by MDTJ at $10{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate and $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ water flow rate which meet the picoliter volume of droplets required for digital PCR device. The MDTJ gave smaller droplet size as well as more homogenous droplet diameter than DTJ. The MDTJ decreases the variation in droplets diameter at the same flow rates by $4.5–13\%$ than DTJ. This low variation in the droplet diameter is suitable for repeatability of the DNA detection results. The MDTJ also enhanced the droplet generation frequency by $8–25\%$ more than the DTJ channel. Moreover, the uniformity of droplet distribution inside the channel was enhanced by $3–20\%$ compared to the DTJ channel geometry.
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![(**a**--**c**) photos show droplet break up region for the three channels geometry which recorded from simulation as follows: (**a**) Traditional T-Junction; (**b**) double T-junction (DTJ) channel; (**c**) modified double T-junction (MDTJ) channel. Blue is water and red is oil. (**d**) This graph illustrates the error between simulated T-Junction channel and Equation (8).](micromachines-10-00678-g001){#micromachines-10-00678-f001}

![Created mesh for a crossed part of the channel.](micromachines-10-00678-g002){#micromachines-10-00678-f002}

![Repeatability of the manufacturing. Four different manufacturing samples (1--4). (**a**) 3D projection of the channel at the cross region, (**b**) Channel profile, (**c**) 3D projection of the main channel, (**d**) surface width of the channel and (**e**) colored photo to show width and depth. Sample 1 surface width $208~{\mathsf{\mu}m}$, Sample 2: surface width $212{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$, Sample 3: surface width $211~{\mathsf{\mu}m}$ and Sample 4: surface width $216~{\mathsf{\mu}m}$.](micromachines-10-00678-g003){#micromachines-10-00678-f003}

![Shows channel dimension after bonding for the 4 samples with scale bar 100 μm, Water was injected to show the boundaries of the channel, then air to make a good appearance of the channel boundary. The order of the four samples is as follows: (**a**) first sample; (**b**) second sample; (**c**) third sample; (**d**) fourth sample.](micromachines-10-00678-g004){#micromachines-10-00678-f004}

![Illustrates experimental setup: (**a**) channels after bonding, connecting tubes and connectors. The channel was attached to a 1 mm syringe which contains water (blue). (**b**) Digital microscope, (**c**) High speed microscope. For ease changing flow rate, programmable syringe pumps controlled by the LabVIEW program were used.](micromachines-10-00678-g005){#micromachines-10-00678-f005}

![Three different parameters for the two geometries comparison is illustrated as follows: (**a**) droplet diameter (**b**) distance between droplets and (**c**) droplet frequency with varied oil flow rates ranged from $0.3{~{mL}}/{h~{to}~}7{~{mL}}/h$ and fixed water flow rate at $0.3{~{mL}}/h$.](micromachines-10-00678-g006){#micromachines-10-00678-f006}

![Droplet breakup in the MDTJ from (**a**) to (**d**) (this channel belongs to channel in [Figure 4](#micromachines-10-00678-f004){ref-type="fig"}a) Channels 1 and 2 are oil $\left( {1.1{~{mL}}/h} \right)$ and Channel 3 is the water at $0.3{~{mL}}/h$. (**e**) Real photo to illustrate the uniformity of droplet distribution inside the channel at $3{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate and $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ water flow rate with scale bar $100{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$.](micromachines-10-00678-g007){#micromachines-10-00678-f007}

###### 

Illustrates three different parameters for the two channel geometries to characterize MDTJ channel. These results were measured at different oil flow rate ranging from $1.1{~{to}~}10{~{mL}}/h$ at water flow rates of $0.3{~{mL}}/h,~0.5{~{mL}}/{h~{and}~}0.7{~{mL}}/h$, as follows: (**a**) Droplet diameter which was measured from $19$ readings. (**b**) Droplet frequency which was manually counted from high speed microscope video. (**c**) Distance between droplets inside the two channels which was measured from $17$ readings. Error bar in (**a**) represents the variation of droplets size and in (**c**) represents the variation of interspacing distance between droplets.

![](micromachines-10-00678-g008a)

![](micromachines-10-00678-g008b)

micromachines-10-00678-t001_Table 1

###### 

Comparison between experimental and simulation for both MDTJ and DTJ in several parameters, (for instance) at $3.1{~{mL}}/h$ oil flow rate and $0.3{~{mL}}/h$ water flow rate.

  Parameters        Simulation   Experimental              
  ----------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ----------
  Diameter (μm)     94           102            80 ± 2.5   93 ± 4
  Frequency (d/s)   138          111.1          121        101
  Distance (μm)     1608         2081           745 ± 40   875 ± 60

micromachines-10-00678-t002_Table 2

###### 

Illustrates a comparison between our work and some previous experimental work close to our channel dimensions.

  ----------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
  **Reference**           \[[@B39-micromachines-10-00678]\]   \[[@B30-micromachines-10-00678]\]   \[[@B15-micromachines-10-00678]\]   \[[@B19-micromachines-10-00678]\]   Our work                
  **Geometry**            DTJ                                 \-                                  T-junction                          DTJ                                 DTJ                     MDTJ
  **Material**            PMMA                                PMMA                                PDMS                                PMMA                                PMMA                    PMMA
  **Fabrication tech.**   Lithography, micromold              CO~2~ Laser                         Soft lithography                    CO~2~ Laser                         CO~2~ Laser             CO~2~ Laser
  **Ch. Width**           $200{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$               $255{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$               $100{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$               $156{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$               $159{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$   $159{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$
  **Cross Section**       Square                              Gaussian                            Rectangle                           Gaussian                            Gaussian                Gaussian
  **Oil flow rate**       $2{~{mL}}/h$                        \-                                  $3{~{mL}}/h$                        $6{~{mL}}/h$                        $6{~{mL}}/h$            $6{~{mL}}/h$
  **Water flow rate**     $0.2{~{mL}}/h$                      \-                                  $0.3{~{mL}}/h$                      $0.3{~{mL}}/h$                      $0.3{~{mL}}/h$          $0.3{~{mL}}/h$
  **Droplet Dia.**        $90{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$                \-                                  $117{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$               $60{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$                $66{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$    $54{~\mathsf{\mu}m}$
  **Cost/chip**           \>\>1\$                             \-                                  \>1\$                               1\$                                 \<30 cents              \<30 cents
  **Fabric. time**        \>1 day                             \-                                  \>1 hr                              10--20 min.                         20 min.                 20 min.
  ----------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
